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Spotlight: Reversal of Fortune - Are
Low(er) Prices Here to Stay?
When inflation first reared its ugly head last year, we shared
the quote, “the cure for high prices is high prices.” Are we
starting to see this occur in energy? Just this week, Century
Aluminum in Kentucky announced it was shutting down for
an estimated 9-12 months, citing high natural gas prices.
Earlier this month, an explosion at the Freeport LNG facility
took 2 BCF/day, or 2.5% of LNG capacity offline for months,
possibly longer. The markets are responding and natural gas
prices are definitely lower than they were last month. Will
this trend continue?
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We may see more relief, at least in the short term, if the fears of a
recession are realized. It’s looking more likely. According to a
recent Wall Street Journal survey, 44% of economists polled
anticipate a recession in the next 12 months, up from 28% in April.
Estimates of timing range from the second half of 2022 to the
second quarter of 2023. The recent moves by the Federal Reserve
to increase interest rates and tighten the money supply in response
to the record inflation has led to a slowdown in home sales and
manufacturing. When - or if - we see a recession, it is likely to be
global and impact demand, which should put some downward
pressure on natural gas prices, at least in the short-term.
What about electricity? So far, electricity has been a mix of
increasing and decreasing prices, depending on the region. While
Texas and California have seen record-high prices fall recently, the
rest of the country has seen prices remain steady, or even rise.
Some of this can be attributed to the increasingly inelastic demand
for power regardless of price. Another factor is the rising costs of
non-energy components like infrastructure and renewable energy.
For example, the Northeast/MidAtlantic system operator (PJM)
recently conducted an assessment and determined additional
investments in infrastructure will be needed to get renewable
generation to the market. We expect to see similar assessments in
other regions, which will lend support to prices.
One thing we can count on is continued uncertainty, in energy and
the overall economy. So when you see an opportunity to lock in
prices, you may want to act quickly. As we’ve seen this year,
everything can change in an instant.

Do you have a strategy in place that allows you to act quickly and take
advantage of price dips? One of our experts can help assess your
situation - contact us for more information and to schedule a brief call.
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Crude Oil
For the week ending May 13, the number of oil-directed rigs
increased by 4 to 584, the highest level since March 2020. Oil output
increased last week by 100,000 BBl/day to 12 million BBl/day, the
highest since April 2020. Prices, while falling over the last few days,
remain strong on increased summer demand and easing COVID
lockdowns in China. The July contract is currently trading at
$109.09/BBl.

Natural Gas
After settling at $8.908/MMBtu for June, natural gas prices continued
to gain strength for the first part of the month, with NYMEX trading
above $9.00/MMBtu through February 2023. Then an explosion at
Freeport LNG took 2 BCF/day, or 2.5% of export capacity, offline and
prices fell almost $2.00/MMBtu to current levels. Initially, the market
anticipated the outage to be short-lived, as repairs were scheduled
for completion by the end of June. Last week, Freeport announced
the terminal would be out until at least September, with full
operations not resuming until late 2022. The markets are responding
favorably to the news that more natural gas will be available
domestically just in time for the electric generation and storage fill
season. The July NYMEX contract is currently trading at
$6.27/MMBtu.
Will we continue to see lower prices? On the production side, 3
natural gas rigs were added for the week ending June 11th, bringing
the total to 154, the highest since 2019. Production is up slightly,
averaging 95.5 BCF/day for May. Unfortunately, it is still not enough
to keep up with demand. Texas, and the Desert Southwest have
been unseasonably warm. These regions, along with California, are
facing drought conditions. Weather forecasters are still projecting an
above-normal hurricane season. Finally, gas-fired power generation
is the “last fossil fuel standing” and as such, is increasingly price-
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The Freeport LNG outage has decreased export capacity by 2 BCF
and predictions of a recession are getting louder, with some saying
we could see it as early as the second half of this year. All of this is
making some pricing more attractive - at least in the near term than we’ve seen in months.

For the week ending June 17th, natural gas in storage was 2,095
BCF which is 14% lower than last year and 13% below the five year
average. The net injection of 92 BCF was inline with expectations.

Do you have a strategy that allows you to take advantage of this
current reprieve in prices? Need help with your budget? We can
assist - contact us for more information.
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Power
Future prices were a mixed bag week-over-week, with Texas and
California seeing decreases of 12.5% and 6.5%, respectively. New
England saw increases of 6% and prices were largely unchanged in
the rest of the country. Prices are still much higher than last year,
and the market is still backwardated, which means there is some
relative relief in years 2024 and beyond.

SOURCE: CONSTELLATION

Across the Nation
In the first quarter of 2022, only 9 natural gas pipeline projects were
approved or placed into service - the lowest level since 2016 - and
adding 0.43 BCF/day of transportation capacity. Without adequate
infrastructure, customers could see some localized price increases.
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As expected, the ongoing drought in California is expected to impact
the state’s hydro generation. The latest analysis from the EIA shows
that under normal conditions, the state may only be able to meet 8%
of its electric demand from hydropower, down from 15%. And this
assumes normal conditions. Add in extreme heat and the number
could go even lower, which means other renewable, nuclear, gasfired generation and imports from an already taxed Desert Southwest
will be needed to meet demand. All this translates into higher prices
and potential power outages.
In a time of incentives for the electrification of everything, Louisiana
is going against the trend. The state legislature passed a bill
imposing an annual fee of $110 on electric vehicles and $60 on
hybrids to contribute to highway maintenance. The governor is
expected to sign this bill. If this happens, expect other states to
follow suit.
We know Texas is facing higher prices caused by concerns over a
lack of reliable generation during peak times, the hottest June on
record and worsening drought conditions. Well, here’s another issue.
The state anticipates as much as 17 GW of additional electric load or three cities the size of Houston - from bitcoin mining over the next
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The state has already set daily records this year for demand - will
there be enough, or will Texans have to get used to rolling
blackouts? Either way, our expectations of higher prices are
unchanged.
Virginia - Columbia Gas of Virginia filed for an 8% increase in rates
that would take effect this month if approved. The rate case is
pending before the state.
Washington DC - Washington Gas Light filed for a rate increase of
20% that if approved, will go into effect February 2023, The rate case
is currently pending.

Weather
While June 21st marks the official start of Summer, many regions did
not get the memo. Texas is on its way to having the hottest summer
on record and the Midcontinent/Midwest, Desert Southwest and
California are facing hot, dry weather as well. There may be a little
relief on the horizon, at least in the short term, as the MIdwest and
Desert Southwest are showing above-normal rain in the forecast.
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About Us
At Our Energy Manager, we focus on helping our customers
manage their energy and make informed decisions. We
partner with our clients to become an extension of their
organizations, providing our customers with the benefits of
an in-house energy department at a fraction of the cost.

